
 

Year 6 Leavers Evaluation 
based on 20 out of 52 responses     

Has your child settled well into 

their new secondary school? 

 

 

 

 

                     

                     12=60%            7=35%             1=5%             0=0%                0=0% 

Was the transition process at 

Brookhurst to your satisfaction? 

 

 

 

 

 

                      

                     10=50%            8=40%             1=5%             0=0%                0=0% 

1 no response 

Do you feel that the transition 

process helped your child to settle 

in better? 

 

 

 

 

 

                      

                     11=55%           7=35%              1=5%             0=0%                0=0% 

1 no response 

Did you feel that enough 

information about secondary 

schools was shared before you left 

Brookhurst? 

 

 

 

 

                      

                     7=35%             9=45%             3=15%            0=0%                0=0% 

1 no response 

Did you have difficulty choosing a 

secondary school for your child? 

 

 

                                                                Yes                    No 

                      

                                             3=15%           17=85% 

During your child’s time at 

Brookhurst were you made to feel 

welcome by teachers and staff? 

 

 

 

 

                      

                     10=50%            7=35%            3=15%             0=0%               0=0% 
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Did the time spent at Brookhurst 

fulfil your education ambitions for 

your child? 

 

 

 

 

 

                      

                      5=25%            9=45%            5=25%             1=5%                0=0% 

 

Was your child happy during their 

time at Brookhurst? 

 

 

 

 

 

                      

                      8=40%           11=55%             1=5%             0=0%                0=0% 

Did you feel that you could 

approach teachers about issues 

relating to your child? 

 

 

 

 

 

                      

                      8=40%            9=45%            2=10%             1=5%                0=0% 

 

Were the issues resolved to your 

satisfaction? 

 

 

 

                                                                Yes                    No 

                      

                                              15=75%          2=10% 

3 not completed 

Did you feel you could approach 

the school governors about issues 

relating to the school? 

 

 

    

                                                                Yes                    No 

                      

                                              13=65%          5=25% 

2 not completed  

If your child attended morning or 

after school care facilities, were 

you satisfied with the service? 

 

 

 

 

 

                      

                     5=25%              1=5%             5=25%             0=0%                0=0% 
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If your child attended any of the 

after-school enrichment clubs 

were you satisfied with the 

service? 

 

 

 

 

 

                      

                      4=20%             8=40%            1=5%              0=0%               0=0% 

 

Would you recommend Brookhurst 

to any other parents looking for a 

primary school for their 

child/children? 

 

 

                                                               Yes                      No 

                      

                                            20=100%           0=0% 

 

Have you any other general 

comments you would like to make? 

 

• My child was extremely happy at Brookhurst so we are very grateful to you all. 

• Because of how my child saw growing up, he was not fully accepting of the fact he was going to secondary school. I think 

the difference between secondary school and primary was a big shock to him. 

• Children would rather have been in the after-school club itself rather than in the hub. The space is more comfortable 

and inviting. 

• Concerned about school’s maths progress results compared to other local school which government website says is below 

average. 

• If a follow up email is agreed this should be fulfilled. 

• Parental involvement and communication was really great. Always kept well informed and all staff were ready and willing 

to listen and support wherever required. There were plenty of opportunities for secondary school visits. Some were 

transition based but our children were incredibly fortunate to have a wealth of sporting opportunities being held at 

various different schools. A great opportunity to get to know other local schools. 

• The maths provision for KS2 was not great, which was also highlighted in the Ofsted report. The greater depth maths 

offering was great when available but was very ad hoc. 


